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YALSA Products 
Item # 21 

 
YALSA Board of Directors Meeting 

ALA Midwinter Meeting, San Antonio 
January 20-25, 2006 

 
Topic: YALSA Products 
 
Background: A key component of YALSA’s Strategic Plan is association 

sustainability.  In order for YALSA to make up for the $100,000+ 
in funds it used to receive from ALA annually through a small 
division subsidy, new revenue streams are needed.  At the 2005 
Annual Meeting the Board directed YALSA’s Executive Director 
to explore other options for developing and selling new products, 
including the possibility of doing so in a partnership with Upstart.  
After careful consideration, including a review of past royalties 
YALSA received from ALA’s Graphics the decision was made not 
to sell 2006 Teen Read Week products through Graphics.  Keith 
Feils asked Don Chatham to develop a proposal that would 
increase YALSA’s royalties for TRW products.   

 
Action Required:  Discussion/Decision  
 

 
Contents of original memo regarding TRW products for 2006:  

To: Jennifer Locke 

From: Beth Yoke  

CC: Don Chatham, Mary Ghikas 

Date: 11/9/05 

Re: Teen Read Week 2006 

Upon careful consideration, YALSA has decided to create and sell its own Teen Read Week 
products for 2006.  Here are the main reasons for making this change:  

• Revenue: in order for YALSA to stay fiscally healthy, it is important to seek 
out new revenue streams or increase existing ones.  The revenue that 
YALSA receives from Graphics relating to the Teen Read Week products 
has fallen short of our financial goals. 

• Member satisfaction: members have indicated that they are not entirely 
satisfied with the selection of Teen Read Week products available through 
Graphics. 
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• Reach: YALSA seeks to sell products to a wider audience than Graphics 
currently reaches.  Casting a wider net will help YALSA increase its 
products sales and revenue. 

• Service: YALSA feels that we can receive a higher level of customer service 
elsewhere. 

Thank you for all your efforts with Teen Read Week 2005.  While we have made the difficult 
decision to develop products on our own for Teen Read Week 2006, I welcome other 
opportunities to work together for mutual benefit. 
 
Detailed information outlining the original points in the memo:  
REVENUE: (Lack of sufficient revenue and reluctance to explore revenue generating 
opportunities) 

• YALSA’s royalties from Graphics have been steadily shrinking for at least four 
years: 

o FY ’05: $6,001 
o FY ’04: $7,160 
o FY ’03: $8,800 
o FY ’02: $15,300 

• Percent of revenue Division receives is in some cases negligible and in all cases 
not negotiable: 

o After costs are recouped, YALSA receives 2%, 5% or 10% depending on the 
item and the length of time it’s been on the market.  There is a different 
pricing structure for sets. 

• Inability to provide competitive pricing: According to Trish, Graphics purchases 
some of its bulk products from its competition instead of a true wholesale supplier.  
As a result, they don’t get a good price, and must pass some of the cost on to the 
customer and/or settle for reduced revenue. 

• Lack of market research to drive product development: According to Trish, the 
primary measures Graphics takes to determine which products go into their catalog is 
a twice yearly meeting with a member advisory group, and occasional internal 
meetings involving flipping through teen magazines as a means of identifying what is 
current in the world of pop culture. 

• Reluctance to work with YALSA’s TRW sponsors and undermining YALSA’s 
relationship with sponsors: 

o Back in Feb. 2005, Trish Cleary originally said 1) that there wasn’t enough 
time to work with New Line on TRW ’05 and 2) that they could not work with 
them because the movie was PG-13, which would “eliminate the tween 
market.”  It took a meeting between Mary Ghikas, Don Chatham, Trish Cleary 
and me before Graphics would agree to work with New Line.   

��It should be pointed out that as a result of this cooperation, which 
Graphics didn’t want, New Line gave Graphics Colin Farrell for a 
READ poster. 

��Their logic for turning down this offer was not sound.  In 2001 
Graphics sold TRW posters that incorporated actors from Lord of the 
Rings, the Fellowship of the Ring, which was rated PG-13. 
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o Jennifer Locke informed Chris Rapp at New Line that Graphics only wants “a 
big celebrity holding a book” and that other actors (i.e. lesser known and 
therefore less likely to generate revenue) would be more appropriate for 
divisions’ campaigns.  This stance not only hurts YALSA’s ability to make 
money, but it damages our relationship with a key TRW sponsor. 

• Disinterest in exploring new product ideas suggested by YALSA:  
o Some ideas that were turned down by Graphics were: a water bottle, book 

light, locker mirror, locker picture frame, gel wrist bands, diary/journal and 
trading cards 

o At the same time YALSA was turned down repeatedly for ideas relating to 
new products and product lines, Graphics developed an entirely new line of 
products for AASL for the school library market (pencil, stamp, notepad & 
poster) 

• Inconsistent business practices: Sold the artwork from a TRW 2004 postcard as a 
digital download without YALSA’s permission.  This was a design that YALSA, not 
Graphics, paid for. 

• Poor projections resulting in lost sales:  
o In 2004 the TRW posters sold out, which meant lost revenue for both 

Graphics and YALSA 
o Didn’t send any of the Q’orianka posters or the large Get Real! posters to sell 

at AASL’s 2005 conference.  Sent only a few bookmarks, which quickly ran 
out.  People kept approaching ALA’s booth in the exhibit hall and asked to 
purchase these items, because they weren’t on sale in the store.   

��I inquired about this and, per Tina Coleman, when ALA/Graphics 
doesn’t run the store they don’t send as much.  Also, Graphics used 
sales figures from the 2003 AASL conference to determine how much 
got sent to this one.  What was not considered, was that YALSA’s 
membership has grown by about 1,000 since then and that TRW 
registrants have more than tripled since then. 

• Inadequate promotion of TRW products: 
o Mistakes in fall issue of the catalog: two versions of the Q’orianka poster and 

an incorrect URL. 
o Declined to provide 60 Q’orianka posters for free to underprivileged teens 

attending the TRW event in NY.  The Senior Vice President of Publicity for 
New Line said in an email, “I am so confused.  Isn’t this an ALA event and 
raises awareness for them?  Isn’t this in their best interest?” 

 
MEMBER SATISFACTION: 

• Not up to date on current trends popular with teens:  Some sample feedback from 
members: 

o “More teen friendly products. They did not enjoy the doorknob hangers. Last 
years [sic] poetry journals and magnetic poetry kits were more to their liking.” 

o “My TAB [Teen Advisory Board] found them unappealing and advised me 
not to waste the money.” 

• Selection of products is limited and/or has minimal teen appeal: 
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o Some of the exact same products have been in the catalog for four years or 
more 

o The variety of the products is limited.  In the spring ’05 catalog, there were 3 
different kinds of key chains and 4 different kinds of pens. 

• Lack of availability: In 2004 the TRW posters sold out and members were not 
pleased.  Some member feedback: 

o “More posters -- I had to create my own, as supply was depleted.” 
• Price point is too high on some products:  Some sample member feedback: 

o “Lots more cool graphics and not as expensive!” 
o “I would love to see something a little less expensive. It would be nice to 

distribute something in addition to the bookmarks with the TRW logo.” 
o “Same as before, only cheaper.” 

• Inadequate member input: 
o Graphics’ advisory board no longer has representation from YALSA 
o Many members have Teen Advisory Groups (TAGS), which have been an 

untapped resource for getting teen feedback on current products as well as 
teen input regarding product development 

o Suggestions provided to Graphics from year to year via the online TRW 
feedback form seem to go unheeded.  Some sample member feedback: 

��“More theme related items that could be used as prizes/incentives 
during TRW” 

��“Water bottles, can koozies, magnets” 
��“Pop-up stand display. Something life size to really grab the teens [sic] 

attention.” 
��“Banners” 
��“It would be great if we offered a prize package for librarians to order 

(to give away at their programs) that included a t-shirt and other items” 
REACH: 

• Mailings don’t seem to be reaching prospective customers: Catalog goes out to 
450,000 individuals, yet Graphics didn’t even move 11,000 TRW products in all of 
2004.   

o Is this because the mailing list isn’t targeted accurately at potential customers, 
or is it another issue, such as product selection and/or price point? 

• Limited Advertising: I have no knowledge of any advertising of TRW products 
other than in American Libraries. 

• Opportunity: YALSA has an opportunity to sell its products through a company that 
has 60% of the market share. 

 
SERVICE: (Lack of Division input and or inclusiveness in decision making process) 

• Lack of Timeliness: 
o For TRW ’05 it took nearly 6 months to come up with just the final draft of 

the artwork for the Get Real! @ your library campaign.  This held up 
production of our TRW web site by one full month, because we wanted to 
feature the artwork on the site.  This hurt us because, without a web presence, 
we looked unprofessional to potential sponsors and they were therefore more 
reluctant to donate funds. 
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��In contrast, our poster with WWE took 2 months from the initial 
concept to delivery in the hands of our members. 

o Some questions not answered in a timely manner or at all 
��Use of Q’orianka photo for TRW promotions.  That question took 6 

weeks to get answered 
��Request for TRW sales statistics.  That request was never answered. 

• Reluctance to collaborate or accept input: 
o YALSA, unlike in the past, isn’t actively involved in deciding what teen 

products (TRW or otherwise) are chosen and marketed through the ALA 
Graphics catalog.   

o The attitude is “we can’t do this” instead of “we can find a way to work with 
you.”  

• Requests for specific design elements ignored: 
o When I met with Trish Cleary on Nov. 17th, 2004 regarding TRW 2005 the 

one thing I asked for was a gender and race-neutral design for the TRW ’05 
artwork.  The one we got had: 2 images of white males, a male cartoon 
character and the image of a newspaper that repeated “boy” throughout its 
headlines.  There were no images of females or any ethnicities represented 
other than Anglo. 

• Opposition to making requested changes to product designs:   
o After waiting nearly six months to see a final draft of the poster, it turned out 

that our one request--that it be race and gender neutral--was not honored.  
Furthermore, Trish told me that they were not going to change it because it 
was “in production” and “had received final approval.”  As I did not approve 
it, this was news to me.   

 
Other Concerns:  
• Part of Graphics’ stated mission is “supporting the work of the ALA.”  By refusing to sell 

products tied to particular awards and/or campaigns of the various divisions, they are not 
following through on their stated mission. 

��Despite repeated requests, Graphics will not create and offer products that 
relate in any way to any ALA awards, such as YALSA’s Michael Printz 
and the Margaret Edwards awards, or any selected book and/or media 
lists.  Members have repeatedly requested these.  

��The Children’s Book Council currently sells Newbery & Caldecott posters 
and bookmarks. 

• YALSA, through its corporate sponsors, has delivered big celebrities for READ posters 
(e.g. Orlando Bloom and Colin Farrell), but receives no revenue or other direct benefit 
from this gesture. 

• Reluctance to put association logos on a product despite the fact that this type of branding 
could increase sales. 
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Teen Read Week 
10-Point Proposal for Partnership and Progress 

A New Beginning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ALA Graphics/ALA Publishing 
Don Chatham 

AED ALA Publishing 
 
 

Midwinter 2006 
San Antonio Texas 
January 22, 2006 

When ALA Graphics was part of PIO, it often operated at a loss. It was transferred to the Publishing 
Department around 1996 for the purpose of turning it into a net revenue/profit generating operation. 

Its charge was to maximize net revenue and to do so consistently. 
When ALA Graphics partnered with YALSA at the start of Teen Reed Week for a successful launch 
in its first year with the Reading Rocks campaign it was probably still finding its footing with regard 

to its critical new charge and tended to proceed cautiously in all its financial arrangements. 
Since that time, things have changed in both Units and the time is good to initiate new working 

relationships that recognize these changes and contribute to the expansion of a positive relationship 
that benefits all of ALA. 

Here is our 10-Point Program for Partnership and Progress 
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Eliminate the cost recovery model and pay royalties on all revenues from copy 
one.  

  Impact: $3,000 to $5000 in additional 
revenues on print items 

 Increase the royalty on Teen Read Week products: 

 Non-print products: 5% (up from 2%) 

 Print products:   10% on 
the first 1500 units 

     
 12.5% on the next 2000 units 

     
 15% thereafter 

  Impact: 100% increase in royalty 
potential 

Advance $10,000 to YALSA at the start of each fiscal year. 

  Impact: every year starts with a 
$10,000 guarantee 

Provide a 5% override on sales of READ posters that emanate from a Teen Read 
Week relationship 

  Impact: new source of revenue 
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2.Product Selection: 
Teen Read 
Week  

Work more closely with YALSA staff to expand the TRW product selection  
Engage the network of YALSA’s TAGS as advisors to provide product critiques 
and recommendations: 
Website  

Blogs 

Quarterly conference calls 

Virtual meetings at conferences 

Maximize attention to both: 
The librarians who make the purchases and might warm to things like t-

shirts, mugs, tote bags, or lapel pins  

and  

The teens they serve who would be more interested in things like 
innovative pens and pencils, buttons (“Future Caldecott 
Winner”), key chains, stickers, door hangers, locker mirrors, 
iPOD covers, and iPOD downloads. 

New Director of ALA Graphics effective January 17, 2006  
Now focused entirely on product development.  
Attention no longer spread across development / production / marketing 
More focus and expertise to 
Expand existing markets 

Develop new markets 

Identify trends and  

Create innovative new products 

 

3.Product Selection: 
Awards 

Review/analyze the modest response to previous awards posters, focus on the 
possibility that design and cost may have been inhibiting factors.  
More creative design possibilities, such as the fold out example from the 
Children’ s Book Council. 
Design options that are more age-specific, such as, as Beth has suggested, 
simple images and bright colors for Caldecott awards, and slicker, more hip 
designs for Printz awards. 

 

4.Product Selection: 
shelf life 

Extend the shelf life of TRW products  
Explore printing options that allow more flexibility with the date  
Develop more functional bookmarks for awards lists that enable reprints with 
current winners, as with the CBC example.  
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5.Marketing / 
Outreach 
 
  
  

Set lower price points  
Focus on increasing unit sales  
More aggressive marketing outreach and community building 
Reach out to wider audiences such as IRA, NCTE  
Modify manufacturing specifications to be more competitive with 
commercial providers 
Increase awareness of TRW at related ALA events (Printz reception, CSK 
breakfast, Newberry/Caldecott banquet, Youth Media Awards) 

 

6.Partnerships and 
Alliances 

Develop alliances with related vendors, such as UpStart to co-publish 
Partners concentrate on schools, ALA concentrates on libraries 

 

7.Online Sales and 
Marketing 
 
 

New position for an Online Marketing Manager 
Specialize in online sales opportunities 
Digital downloads for TRW posters  
 

8.E-Marketing Develop specific advertising campaigns for online communities 
LM Net EL_Announce 
 

9.Market Research 
 
 

New centralized marketing unit  
Market research position added to budget 
Informal and formal research on an ongoing, systematic basis 
Online research software (SurveyMonkey, Zoomerang) 
First project: survey members on attitudes toward products, price points 
 

10.Association Support Capitalize on ALA Executive Director’s commitment to broaden the 
Department’s definition of contribution 
Competitive advantage from alliances with divisions, YALSA in particular 
Source of product development contributions: ideas to authors 

 
But for the consequences of the temporary staffing vacancies of the past year, I am confident ALA 

Graphics would have been able to capitalize on the energy that Beth Yoke has brought to the 
Division and so forge a relationship that would accelerate its rapid growth. 

With a new Director in place that reality is once again within reach. 


